I'd tell you to wash your hands, but why bother? It's too late. Might as well pop a multi-vitamin and leave it up to the Immune System Gods.
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the best news team in the universe.

the shit list

with macamith

The House-The House of Representatives recently passed a healthcare reform bill by a vote of 220-215. This bill is historic—not because it will make healthcare free, but because the House has, at last, attempted making an attempt to make healthcare affordable. And it’s the government’s biggest effort to bring us one step closer to becoming smoking Nazi Marxists asdomethinkers

NYC Metro Transit Authority-For sights and giggles, someone decided to race the M42, Manhattan’s slowest bus, from river to river along 42nd street. Guess what? The guy won… on a tricycle.

Stephen Tyler-It has been reported that the lead singer of Aerosmith is on the verge of leaving the band in favor of pursuing his “solo career,” which I can only imagine is impersonating old lesbians.

Scientology-As part of the Church’s brainwashing, I mean, training exercises, new members are forced to watch videos of Tom Cruise. If anyone objects, he or she is then forced to watch videos of John Travolta.

Toyota Prius-Businessweek decided to include the Toyota Prius as one of the “50 ugliest cars in the last 50 years,” which prompts me to add Businessweek to my own list of “duh."

I have never witnessed a scene like this.

-Brazilian undertaker Nataenel Horonato on a bizarre case of mistaken identity whereby a bricklayer named Ademir Jorge Goncalves arrived at his own funeral. Mr. Goncalves was identified as the victim of a recent large car crash, but as it turns out, he actually spent the night drinking at a bar near the crash site. Upon hearing that his own funeral was being held, he decided to show up, prompting some of his relatives to try to jump out the window.

The visit has nothing to do with politics.

-A senior aid to the Dalai Lama, who recently made a highly controversial visit to Arunachal Pradesh, a province very close to the Tibetan border. The Dalai Lama has been in exile from Tibet by the hand of the modern Chinese government for several decades. China produced a load of bullshit about how his visit would upset Hindu and thus damage relations with India, but the thousands of adoring admirers who arrived to hear the teachings of the Buddhist leader and symbol of international peace indicates something a little different.

“In retrospect, I’m not supposed he did it.”

-Army psychiatrist, Val Finnell, on Major Nidal Malik Hasan, another army psychiatrist who recently went on a shooting rampage at Texas’s Fort Hood, killing 13 people. Major Hasan was scheduled to be deployed to Afghanistan very soon, and supposedly was incredibly unhappy about his deployment and was making “anti-American rants” to his fellow soldiers. Somehow, this didn’t tip off officials that he might be a danger. No fucking wonder we can’t win wars.

“Tonight, he was huge.”

-The Yankees manager Joe Girardi, on Hideki Matsui, who carried the Yankees to World Series victory… What else is new?

I thank the President for his tremendous leadership.

-Nancy Pelosi, on the House’s FINALLY passing a health care bill (and expect- ing the Senate to follow suit). The vote was incredibly close with 219 Demo- crats and 1 Republican voting in favor and 176 Republicans and 39 Democrats voting against, for a final count of 220-215. Sadly, the bill basically only passed because it includes an amendment that prohibits government funding of abor- tion. It’s funny how abortions rights get thrown under the rug EVERY time policy needs to get passed; still it’s pretty good work that the bill got through.

sick

continued from page 1 encouraged. Eventually you are going to want to move around a little. I don’t mean getting out of bed. Don’t get up. The lying in bed position isn’t completely limiting. If you feel a little athletic, then put that booger tissue pile to use. Play a one-man game of Stone HORSE or a little Around the World with your trash can (hasn’t he touch anything of our horse or around the World? This is also a prime time to work on your com- monly ignored Abductor Digitii, Minimi muscle, also known as your pinky.

Finally, don’t forget to pamper your- self. You deserve it! Rub those lotions, y tissu all over your face—mmms feels good, doesn’t it? Drink Robustusin out of a shot glass, or make a tasty Cranberry- Alka-Seltzer Tini and pretend you’re at a fancy party with your friends.

Do what you need to do to make your flu… a happy flu.

the news in brief

with paulgross

“I have never witnessed a scene like this.”

-We had a rather fun week in sports. First off, congratulations to the Yankees for their 27th World Series. It only cost them $210 million. Swine has hit pro sports. David Krejci of the Boston Bruins has been diagnosed with the H1N1 virus, which is terrible timing as the Bruins continue to suck. Tim Lincecum, the 2008 Cy Young Award winner, received a marijuana citation this past week. He was in possession of 3.3 grams and a pipe. The most surprising part of this was that he was pulled over in humble Washington where I thought they had no cops. Mama Ginobili can add another skill to his already impressive dossier of skills, pest removal. During a break in action during their game, he snatched a bat out of mid air and slammed it to the ground, killing it. Rightfully so, PETA was outraged and compared him to Michael Vick. Which makes sense because a 4-ounce bat definitely equals a couple thousand dogs. A woman who was in a restaurant in India, but the thousands of adoring admirers who arrived to hear the teachings of the Buddhist leader and symbol of international peace indicates something a little different.

“In retrospect, I’m not supposed he did it.”

-Army psychiatrist, Val Finnell, on Major Nidal Malik Hasan, another army psychiatrist who recently went on a shooting rampage at Texas’s Fort Hood, killing 13 people. Major Hasan was scheduled to be deployed to Afghanistan very soon, and supposedly was incredibly unhappy about his deployment and was making “anti-American rants” to his fellow soldiers. Somehow, this didn’t tip off officials that he might be a danger. No fucking wonder we can’t win wars.

“Tonight, he was huge.”

-The Yankees manager Joe Girardi, on Hideki Matsui, who carried the Yankees to World Series victory… What else is new?

“I thank the President for his tremendous leadership.”

-Nancy Pelosi, on the House’s FINALLY passing a health care bill (and expect- ing the Senate to follow suit). The vote was incredibly close with 219 Demo- crats and 1 Republican voting in favor and 176 Republicans and 39 Democrats voting against, for a final count of 220-215. Sadly, the bill basically only passed because it includes an amendment that prohibits government funding of abor- tion. It’s funny how abortions rights get thrown under the rug EVERY time policy needs to get passed; still it’s pretty good work that the bill got through.
"Obama stopped being the answer to all our problems and started being president."

by katedonnelly

In 2005, nineteen-year-old Jamie Leigh Jones was working in Iraq as a Halliburton/KBR employee. The position was a huge promotion for her. Jones had no idea that her biggest enemy overseas would be her fellow KBR employees, not Iraqi insurgents. Jones dealt with sexual harassment on the job, being surrounded by 600 horny American men, in the shit show that is Iraq. It was only the fourth night on the job in what was literally a roofied and violently raped by her co-workers.

She went to a hospital in the green zone where that doctor performed a rape kit, including photos and a report. The rape kit was handed over to KBR security personnel, and it is still at large as of today.

Then KBR held Jones in a prison-like container to prevent her from reporting the assault. It has been confirmed that she would be fired if she said anything about it. Adding insult to injury, Jones could not sue KBR because her employment contract had fine print that said sexual assault allegations would not be heard in private arbitration. Add to that, Jones was roofied and violently gang raped by her co-workers.
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She went to a hospital in the green zone where that doctor performed a rape kit, including photos and a report. The rape kit was handed over to KBR security personnel, and it is still at large as of today. We have no idea in what condition her family is in. We have no information on whether she has access to the United States. We have no information on whether she is still alive.
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what your NFL quarterback crush says about you

by melaniekartzme

Tom Brady: Model hot, 3 championship rings, and guest appearances on Entourage. You know how to pick 'em. But with Gisele at his side and a baby on the way, it's pretty much all over again from scratch? Is it going to be hard for me to start a new major all over again from scratch? I'm already started studying this. I'm in the middle of my sophomore year, so how hard is it going to be for me to start a new major all over again from scratch? That would mean picking something else that sounded cool and plus - he could provide you all the Chunky Soup you could ever need.

Brett Favre: This future Hall-of-Famer has the longest playing streak and is one of the few who looks completely at ease in those Wrangler jeans commercials.Absolutely nothing is going to stop him. So what can I really do about it? I've thought it through. Well, where this black bears color's thought it would teach me how to live

When I signed up for Philosophy, I knew I was in for a ride. But what can I really do about it? I've thought it through. Well, where this black bears color's thought it would teach me how to

Eli Manning: The nice boy next door, this younger Manning bro has a sexy, quiet confidence. Superbowl MVP in 2008, he certainly has proven himself. You like a man who is a classic gentleman and will take care of you. He is cool, calm, and collected, but can take control when needed. Eli is from a football family - with brother Peyton playing for the Colts and father Archie a former quarterback for the Saints. He's prepared to play football with the family on Thanksgiving and not make a pesky other hobby. This is originally from the Midwest, but playing in New York will put your life on the fast track. Then again, you're probably not from NYC or have been there on many occasions, and you can certainly handle the speed.

Donovan McNabb: Out for 3 weeks with broken ribs last month, don't you just wish you were in Philly nursing him back to health? Most Eagles fans can't decide if they love him or hate him, but you know the uncertainty because you like always doing or trying new things. Donovan is always smiling and having fun, and you have a ton of energy and enthusiasm for life to match his love for the game. He would be a great companion.

and the Grateful Dead's immortal advice. No matter what my major is, no matter what my struggle is, I gotta "just keep truckin' on home."

I love a man and will take care of you. He is cool, calm, and collected, but can take control when needed. Eli is from a football family - with brother Peyton playing for the Colts and father Archie a former quarterback for the Saints. He's prepared to play football with the family on Thanksgiving and not make a pesky other hobby. This is originally from the Midwest, but playing in New York will put your life on the fast track. Then again, you're probably not from NYC or have been there on many occasions, and you can certainly handle the speed.

Donovan McNabb: Out for 3 weeks with broken ribs last month, don't you just wish you were in Philly nursing him back to health? Most Eagles fans can't decide if they love him or hate him, but you know the uncertainty because you like always doing or trying new things. Donovan is always smiling and having fun, and you have a ton of energy and enthusiasm for life to match his love for the game. He would be a great companion.

Tom: Take them off? They didn't tell Frank Sinatra to remove his gun before going on stage to perform.

Alton: Right then, moving on. Many Americans get the impression that you're nasty yet stubborn, loud yet secretive, monotonous yet diverse; how do you respond to these juxtaposed descriptions?

JN: I have it all, what can I say? Last weekend I met up with some of my friends from the warehouse in New Jersey. For a good time. Along the way, I stopped to visit some friends at Trenton to make sure things were running normally and then -

WE: Speaking of which, corruption and Garden State politics are generally synonymous, and you now rank among the states with the most debt – do you think corrupt politics is in any way related?

JN: First, corruption is an ugly word, I would prefer "selective democracy" - you know, government runs more efficiently by the best fit to run it - to describe it. Let's be frank - I know that government debt is more nothing than numbers - as the Superbowl - I know that government debt is more nothing than numbers - as the Superbowl - I know that government debt is more nothing than numbers - as the Superbowl - I know that government debt is more nothing than numbers - as the Superbowl -

WE: In an interview last weekend, the District of Columbia, referring to comments by then-governor Corzine regarding the overwhelming governor-elect Christie's ability to "throw his weight around in those Wrangler Jeans commercials. Absolutely nothing is going to stop him. So what can I really do about it? I've thought it through. Well, where this black bears color's thought it would teach me how to live

JN: Tom Brady: Model hot, 3 championship rings, and guest appearances on Entourage. You know how to pick 'em. But with Gisele at his side and a baby on the way, it's pretty much all over again from scratch? Is it going to be hard for me to start a new major all over again from scratch? That would mean picking something else that sounded cool and plus - he could provide you all the Chunky Soup you could ever need.

Brett Favre: This future Hall-of-Famer has the longest playing streak and is one of the few who looks completely at ease in those Wrangler jeans commercials. Absolutely nothing is going to stop him. So what can I really do about it? I've thought it through. Well, where this black bears color's thought it would teach me how to live

Eli Manning: The nice boy next door, this younger Manning bro has a sexy, quiet confidence. Superbowl MVP in 2008, he certainly has proven himself. You like a man who is a classic gentleman and will take care of you. He is cool, calm, and collected, but can take control when needed. Eli is from a football family - with brother Peyton playing for the Colts and father Archie a former quarterback for the Saints. He's prepared to play football with the family on Thanksgiving and not make a pesky other hobby. This is originally from the Midwest, but playing in New York will put your life on the fast track. Then again, you're probably not from NYC or have been there on many occasions, and you can certainly handle the speed.
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twenty one bottles of beer on the wall

by emilyvarnow

I'm Friday night and I'm juggling two bottles of Smirnoff, a 30 pack of Bud Light, and a handle ofCaptains in my arms. I make my way to the "cash eye" counter at Pearl Street Beverage. Having the alcohol on to the counter I fish around in my pocket for the sweet nectar of Smirnoff ice, or whatever I used to get smuggling alcohol or getting in to a bar with a fake starts to fade away. Like an end to a good movie, a fake party, you're a dumbass. I'm thinking of growing a beard. The companies that produce the dumb costumes do. I mean, who really benefits from that? All that money just to dress up. The illusion is such a tool. Blow some coke or something. "if you wanna hang out to get her out, cocaine." - eric clapton. I'm just saying all that illusions and opiates stuff is such a downer, a sound wicked depressed, man. It's prob. just cuz u just wanna get with ur mom but can't admit it to urself. redistributed all their stuff? Think ur evil Halloween costume makers will just give it all away for free? redismyfavcolour: of course not. redismyfavcolour: well what about u? With u itz always "the rich are out to screw everyone"? Have U ever considered that some people don't WANT TO redistribute all their stuff? Thnx for being an evil Halloween costume makers this season. redismyfavcolour: no! it's gonna simply fade away. redismyfavcolour: dude u always do this. redismyfavcolour: do what?! redismyfavcolour: whenever I ever tell you anything, you always reduce it down to some subconscious bullshit... I've never considered that some things can't be reduced! Ever thought that the world is too complex to just simplify into one grand theory of things? redismyfavcolour: no. redismyfavcolour: redismyfavcolour: of course not. redismyfavcolour: well what about u? With u itz always "the rich are out to screw everyone"? Have U ever considered that some people don't WANT TO redistribute all their stuff? Thnx for being an evil Halloween costume makers this season. redismyfavcolour: no! it's gonna simply fade away. redismyfavcolour: dude u always do this. redismyfavcolour: do what?! redismyfavcolour: whenever I ever tell you anything, you always reduce it down to some subconscious bullshit... I've never considered that some things can't be reduced! Ever thought that the world is too complex to just simplify into one grand theory of things? redismyfavcolour: no. redismyfavcolour: redismyfavcolour: of course not. redismyfavcolour: well what about u? With u itz always "the rich are out to screw everyone"? Have U ever considered that some people don't WANT TO redistribute all their stuff? Thnx for being an evil Halloween costume makers this season.
I saw:
When:
to join you but I am way too shy.
I always see you eating alone and I feel bad.
I would love to live on Redstone — me too!
Not only do I see you in sociology but you also happen
good way.
You were tall and pretty and you look like an elf — in a
You're in my class and I noticed you the first day.
Oh sociology girl,
I am:
I saw:
Where:
When:
that would be sick, that would be chill
Baby you are beautiful, let's make 'em useful
at the hockey game, that was so sexy that was so ill.
I saw you popping your birth control pills
I saw:
Where:
When:
llamame [call me.]
my heart i bequeath.
spontaneous reaction
instant attraction
a dream one devises
when your eyes met mine
then the heat rises
twenty three point nine
to the autobiography of the self.
I was a boy
I was a man
I was a lady
I saw you running your birth control pills
at the hockey game, that was so sexy that was so ill.
Baby you are beautiful, let's make 'em useful
at the hockey game, that was so sexy that was so ill.
I saw you popping your birth control pills
I saw:
Where:
When:
that would be sick, that would be chill
Baby you are beautiful, let's make 'em useful
at the hockey game, that was so sexy that was so ill.
I saw you popping your birth control pills
I saw:
Where:
When:
that would be sick, that would be chill
Baby you are beautiful, let's make 'em useful
at the hockey game, that was so sexy that was so ill.
I saw you popping your birth control pills
I saw:
Where:
When:
that would be sick, that would be chill
Baby you are beautiful, let's make 'em useful
at the hockey game, that was so sexy that was so ill.
I saw you popping your birth control pills
I saw:
Where:
When:
for him every night. I haven't been out It's making more noise than my grandfa entire life.
I was astonished. I was terrified. It ining a douche bag on purpose, or is he just Every time the marquee needs changing I have all the letters now, I just need down and allowed a light to reflect that the while she was biting her lower lip. Should I put 'joe' in capitals? That's well now you can submit your creative writing, short stories, poems, drawings, black and white photos, and any other créatif stuffé. Send your submissions to thewatertowernews@gmail.com by Tuesdays at 4:00.

Do you ever come to and realize your life is all the shitty and painful parts of a Joe Hughes movie? Where do you go from that?

The answer? Not fat, because my shift doesn't end for three more hours. Baahaaaaaaal, this night is taking for ev-e-e-e-e-e-e-erything. Brittanyyyyy! Why did you make that until, dude? That is such a big leap! We're 23, menopause isn't going to branch us to the face anytime soon—what's the fucking rush? And to him! He looks like a three year-old Q-tip you find after cleaning behind the trash can in the bathroom. I make pancakes. I make rain boots. We were kids. It's not fair that she gets to be a terrible person and go forward in life while I have to work my ass off to put you sixteen.

“Hey, Buckman, we've got a birthday party coming in tomorrow, so I'm going to need you to go outside and change the marquee. Happy Birthday Brit, um, 'Go Joe'. That's what the mother wanted. The ladder should be in the back.”

“I...yeah, anything you say, Derek. “Oh, I saw Brittany earlier, she is still wearing that guy she cheated on you with!” That's brutal!

“Yep, that's him. I'll be out hanging myself, you fuckin' psycho.”

“Whatever, you fucking, Derek.”

Fresh air. Just what I need right now. As I made my way to the back, I read the letters, I can't avoid thinking about her. The crest of her lips curved just like they were a bell, the memory of the tiny gap between her front teeth is burned into my mind. Her smile is still ringing in my head. She could've used her dimples as a bell. The memory of the slight gap in her teeth. She could've used her dimples as a bell. The memory of the slight gap in her teeth.

As I make my way to the back for the ladder, I take a deep breath. I see you everyday, “I quit. Remember when I wanted to be a pirate. I remember thinking I could somehow be like James Bond, or an astronaut, or a cruise ship captain. I remember thinking anything was possible. I saw Brittany tonight, and if she can some I went out there, Derek. Here, take this vest. I never where, then I can too. I'm getting out of here, Derek. Here, take this vest. I never where, then I can too. I'm getting out of here, Derek.

“Alright, alright, I'll go out with you!”

“Yep,” said Derek.

“Alright, alright, I'll go out with you!”

“Yep, that's him.”

“Yep, that's him.”

“Alright, alright, I'll go out with you!”

“Alright, alright, I'll go out with you!”

“Alright, alright, I'll go out with you!”

laurynschrom

“Alright, alright, I'll go out with you!”

To her surprise, Tarquin blushed blue. “Miserable hunk of ectoplasm,” he said. “Even for you, that's straeking pretty low!”

“Okay, okay, okay,” he said. “I'll admit it was wrong. You are going to fail your test with the utmost integrity, and I admit that.”

You can't come back to life," Lucy retorted, “and I sure as heck am not going to die for you. Aren't there any hot girl ghosts at the graveyard you could go out with?"

Tarquin let out an involuntary shudder. “If you ever actually saw Monica and Hilda Van Heusen, you'd be able to un- derstand,” he said. “When they died, they were both ninety-one years—and they were buried without their false teeth—so their ghosts haven't got any false teeth, either—in fact, they haven't got any teeth at all—"

“Ew,” said Lucy, looking vaguely sick; she was picturing an image of several nasty, toothless, rotting corpses sitting and chilling around the graveyard—literally.

“Alright, alright, I'll go out with you!” Lucy shouted. “Just don't mention Hilda or her ex-girlfriend again!”

Tarquin continued

“I'm sorry, but it's just that lately I've been getting the feeling we're like perfect for each other!”

“Alright, alright, I'll go out with you!” Lucy shouted. “Just don't mention Hilda or her ex-girlfriend again!”

Tarquin continued

To her surprise, Tarquin blushed blue. “Miserable hunk of ectoplasm,” he said. “Even for you, that's straeking pretty low!”

“Okay, okay, okay,” he said. “I'll admit it was wrong. You are going to fail your test with the utmost integrity, and I ad- mit that.”

“Alright, alright, I'll go out with you!”

To her surprise, Tarquin blushed blue. “Miserable hunk of ectoplasm,” he said. “Even for you, that's straeking pretty low!”

“Okay, okay, okay,” he said. “I'll admit it was wrong. You are going to fail your test with the utmost integrity, and I ad- mit that.”

“Alright, alright, I'll go out with you!”

I thought I'd be out hanging myself, you fuckin' psycho.”

“Whatever, you fucking, Derek.”

Fresh air. Just what I need right now. As I made my way to the back, I read the letters, I can't avoid thinking about her. The crest of her lips curved just like they were a bell, the memory of the tiny gap between her front teeth is burned into my mind. Her smile is still ringing in my head. She could've used her dimples as a bell. The memory of the slight gap in her teeth. She could've used her dimples as a bell. The memory of the slight gap in her teeth.
In the albums most upbeat, percussion allows the listener to dive deeper into the complexities of lyric and melody. The thematic backbone of the record is the fight between escapism and inevitability. Mattson focuses on reveling in the pleasure of youth as it vanishes, and the eventual consequences of such revelry. Central to the portrayal of this fight is landscape—the little mention of one specific lover, ex-lover, friend, or foe. Bluebirds, mountains, water, giant dogs pulling their owners, and hibernating moles are the central characters of Still Goose. Just like the album was not made in a multi-million-dollar studio, the landscapes are not painted by five-hundred-dollar words. Simple language is the brush of choice, and with simple language Mattson constructs complex poetry worthy of your literary and musical sweet tooth.

For Fans Of: Grizzly Bear (think Horn of Plenty)